Text T1: MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized redundant internal coordinates of all the 21 monomers examined (see Figure 1 of main article for molecule type). The charge and multiplicity of each complex are 0 and 1, respectively. a) Fluorine nitrate N,
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Complex
Figure 3 Text T3: RHF/aug-cc-pVTZ level results of the second-order perturbative estimates of donor-acceptor (bond-antibond) interaction energies, E 2 (values in kcal mol -1 ), in the NBO basis. The symbols LP and BD refer to the lone-pair and bonding orbitals, respectively. Similarly, BD* and RY* refer to anti-bonding and Rydberg-type orbitals, respectively. Values in the parentheses represent the involvement of the specific lonepair/anti-bonding orbital. For example, LP(1) and LP(3) represent the lone-pair  and  orbitals, respectively, whereas BD*(1) and BD*(2) represent the * and * anti-bonding orbitals, respectively. Atom-type and -labeling is shown for each complex.
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